Doing it by the Numbers: A Power Writing Primer 
Power Writing is a method for developing paragraphs that follows a formula so that the writing is well organized and, at the same time, it helps the writer to generate content.  Because it follows a simple and specific pattern of development, anyone can learn the basics for Power Writing paragraphs, and, once learned, it is easy to apply the same structure to essays.
In Power Writing, each sentence is assigned a number related to its function in the paragraph.
A Power 1 sentence is the topic sentence of the paragraph: it establishes the subject of the paragraph and also includes a number word or number indicator, as in the following examples: 
	It takes three things to be a successful student. 

There are several reasons why I like baseball.
	A few behaviors illustrate the differences between cats and dogs as pets.
A Power 2 sentence is a major supporting detail in the paragraph. It is a sentence that “tells.”
A Power 3 sentence is a close detail, an elaboration on the preceding Power 2 sentence. It is a sentence that “shows.”
A power 4 sentence comments on or brings closure to a paragraph.
Once these basic Power sentence purposes are learned, we can use a Power 0 sentence to create mood or generate reader interest.
Let’s give it a try!
Our first pattern will be a very easy 1-2-2-2 paragraph:
(Power 1): My favorite movie is ________________________________________ ______________________________________________ for three main reasons.  (Power 2) First, I like it because _________________________________________ ________________________________.  (Power 2) Next, it also _______________ __________________________________________________________________________________. (Power 2) Finally, I like the movie _______________________ ___________________________ because ________________________________ _____________________________________________________________________________. 
You see how it works, right? Okay then, try another topic in the same 1-2-2-2 pattern, and use “signal words” (such as “first, next, finally” in the paragraph above) to connect your sentences:
(Power 1) I’ve found that a few of my regular activities cause me to waste way too much time.  (Power 2)_________________________________________________ __________________________________________________________________.
(Power 2)___________________________________________________________ __________________________________________________________________.
(Power 2) __________________________________________________________ __________________________________________________________________.
-------------------------------
Power 3 sentences: “close details” SHOW what you mean
We’ll dive deeper now and add some elaborating details to our paragraphs by including Power 3 sentences, which make paragraphs more interesting by “showing” what we mean. 
We will use this pattern: 1-2-3-2-3-2-3.

(Power 1)Three different friends exhibit the three qualities I value most for friendship. (Power 2) My friend ___________________________ is very funny.  
(Power 3) For instance, one time (he or she) ______________________________
__________________________________________________________________.
(Power 2) I like _________________________, however, because (he or she) is dependable.  (Power 3)  (He or She) was there for me when  _____________
__________________________________________________________________.
(Power 2)  The third quality I value in a friend is loyalty, which is why I like ______
______________________.  (Power 3: Give your example) ___________________
___________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________. 
More Practice with Power 1, 2, and 3 sentences
Pattern 1-2-3-2-3-2-3

(Power 1) There are a few reasons why I sometimes HAVE to get away to the park near my home.  (Power 2) One reason is that I find it relaxing to be surrounded by all those trees.  (Power 3) ____________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________.
(Power 2)  I also find the wildlife fascinating.  (Power 3) ____________________
_________________________________________________________________. (Power 2) Most importantly, when I need exercise, it is the perfect place to go. (Power 3) ________________________________________________________ ________________________________________________________________.

Adding Power 4 sentences for closure
The Power 4 sentences conclude a paragraph by commenting on what the paragraph stated.
In the space following the nature park paragraph above, try your hand at a Power 4 sentence.


Power 0 sentences add “voice” or self-expression, or create a mood
Pattern 0-0-1-2-etc. (Note: Power 0 sentences often come at the beginning.)
Oh, my! What a predicament! The ceaseless rain is causing many problems.  First, it is soaking my flowers so much that they can’t even grow . . .

Try this now: Power 4 and Power 0 sentences aren’t always necessary, but how about adding a Power 0 sentence to the beginning of the nature park paragraph, making the paragraph complete and interesting?  Give it a try!

